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The market for low polygon models 
is booming: general low poly, 
realtime-ready and VR-suitable 3D assets 
are the fastest growing areas. As shown 
by our data, the market is growing fast 
in the 3D low-polygon area, and 3D 
print-ready models are making some 
gains, too.

Liquidity is the rate of sales we get by 
taking the number of orders and dividing 
it by the number of models. This allows 
us to identify what types of models have 
the best chance to sell: the higher 
liquidity is - the better models sell.

On CGTrader, liquidity of low poly models 
is growing a lot faster than that of CG or 
3D-printable models. The first quarter of 
2016 witnessed the liquidity of low 
polygon models to be 2.9 times greater 
than that of print-ready models and 4.9 
times better than CG models. This rapid 

growth has been observed over the 
previous six months and it is expected to 
grow further as the VR game market 
expands.

SALES OF LOW POLY MODELS ON THE RISE
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Liquidity corresponds to sales divided by the number of models. High liquidity indicates 

higher possibility to sell.

Please note: we usually take the highest liquidity point to be represented as 1, and then 

see how the others stack up in comparison.

Liquidity of low poly models is  
2.9 times better than print-ready 
models. and 4.9 times better 

than CG models.
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WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE VR MARKET?

VR PREDICTIONS ‘16 VR REQUIREMENTS

According to SuperData Research 
information, 55.8 million is the number 
of VR users expected to be by the end of 
2016; in comparison, there were only 6.7 
million by the end of 2015. Many people 
are still dipping their toes into the 
medium: 71% of all VR headsets will be 
simple, cheap mobile VR sets akin to 
Google Cardboard. The price and the 
ubiquitousness of smartphones makes it 
the perfect way for consumers to test 
out a new medium. And while VR will be 
increasingly used in advertising and 
media, and in usual entertainment like 
music or movies, it is expected that 
games will take up 76% of VR content.

Thus we can say that the liquidity trend 
observed closely relates to VR and 
gaming, who are the main consumers of 
low poly content. It’s not hard to see 
that this will continue to impact low 
poly sales in the future.

As for content creation, the VR market 
will be served by flexible companies 
that show little inertia and are quick 
to react, which describes small indie 
developers perfectly. Those companies 
need the creations of modelers the 
most: AAA studios have their own 
modeling departments, while indies 
appreciate the time and money that 
independent designers’ work saves 
them.

30 FPS is something every designer 
needs to achieve when working on PC 
(and 60 FPS would be even better); in 
the context of VR, you go 90 FPS or go 
home, which puts a lot more pressure on 
optimization. In addition, VR requires 
two images to be rendered instead of 
one in regular PC/console/phone games. 
In combination, this means that 6 times 
more computing power is needed to run 

VR apps. Keeping in mind that 71% of VR 
sets used will be running on mobile, 
which severely limits the available 
processing power. That’s why 
performance is king, with beauty and 
level of detail playing second fiddle to 
the need to optimize models as much as 
possible.
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We’ve seen that liquidity of low poly 
models is happily growing, which is not 
surprising given the market conditions 
and trends. However, to make better use 
of these findings, we need to take a look 
at what other numbers from CGtrader 
suggest.

Low poly is still the smallest category of 
models on CGTrader, yet it’s the fastest 
growing one. About half of all our low 
poly models come from only four 
categories: the big ones being character/ 
human and architectural exterior, 
followed by weapons/ military (this 
includes guns, tanks, etc) and animals. 
Basically, anything that can be 
immediately useful in constructing a 
level in a videogame (or a VR 
experience), which is handy for the 
variety-thirsty indie game developers. 

Well, now that we have established the 
dominating categories of low poly 
models, we can take a closer look at how 
they sell. The size of a category might 
have some interesting effects on sales 
and prices!

GAME READY ASSETS BY CATEGORY
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About half of all our low 
poly models come from only 
four categories.
“
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PRICING CATEGORIES LINK TO SALES PERFORMANCE

Bubble size indicates liquidity of category.

Price averages are derived from sold models only
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Weapon/ military is the most expensive 
category on CGTrader, while space 
models cost less than half of that. Very 
high liquidity of spaceships and low 
liquidity of weapons can also indicate 
that there’s space for improvement in 
their pricing strategies. Vehicles and 
animals are on average similarly priced 
and are both among the top 5 of the 
most liquid low poly categories.

Character/ human game-ready models 
are already numerous, but sell quite well 
despite being priced at around 55USD, so 
they should remain among the priorities 
for designers.

However, there might be some 
alternative takes on the data. For 
example, it might profitable to make 
simple, easy to make models that sell at 
lower prices. They might be low poly, 
they might even lack textures or be very 
minimalistic. The point is to satisfy the 
demand while keeping in mind that 
performance is key.
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PERFORMANCE BY MODEL CATEGORY
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TOP PERFORMERS
Liquidity by model category adds more 
detail to the data we have already seen. 
With animals being the field with the 
best liquidity (if only averagely priced 
and commanding an average amount of 
sales), space is the next big thing. Space, 
which includes spaceships and other 
sci-fi objects, is a category so small, we 
didn’t even separate it in our 
model-per-category chart. But it sells 
around as often as, say, watercraft, and 
usually at the most popular pricing 
range. This shows that space models are 
more likely to sell to satisfy the high 
demand that is not matched by the 
presently-low supply. There are already 
quite a lot of animal 3D models on 
CGTrader, but this category is still 
underserved and would welcome new 
uploads.

GOOD PERFORMERS
Industrial, architectural exterior and cars 
have a rather big demand and/or limited 
supply of models, so it is worth 
uploading these types of models as well.

AVERAGE PERFORMERS
Science/medical, watercraft, food and 
electronics, can be considered as niche 
categories: having limited number of 
offerings on CGTrader, but nevertheless 
finding their own buyers.

POOR PERFORMERS
Military is oversupplied - it is the third 
biggest category on CGTrader, but low 
liquidity show that they are hard to sell. 
Though the price range the models sell 
in looks attractive, this should not 
mistake designers: the models could 
take quite a while to sell the uploads. 
The same applies to game-ready 
architectural details and furniture sets, 
so sellers should not expect fast profits 
from their models in these categories.

BAD PERFORMERS
Interior, household, furniture show that 
there are either  too many sellers or too 
few buyers. Aircraft models, which sell 
at an average price of 70USD, also 
perform rather poorly. However, don’t 
forget that quality always sells and 
maybe buyers simply cannot find good 
enough models for their projects.
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PRICE RANGE: REFLECTION OF DIVERSE BUYER PROFILES

The liquidity of low poly models varies 
by the price point. The peak is reached 
at the $25-$39 range, which generates 
one fourth of all sales, despite 
containing relatively few models. The 
second highest point of liquidity is for 
models priced at $100 or higher. $10-$15 
range generates an anomalously large 
point of liquidity, especially when 
compared to cheaper models. The fact 
that the liquidity of models varies by 
price range implies a certain 
differentiation in buyers by class.

You can argue that most clients are small 
indies interested in midrange stuff, 
followed by large studios buying the 
expensive models. 

But that’s not all.

Data shows that several categories have 
an imbalance between the number of 
items on market and sales. 

$25-$39 range contains only 17% of 
items, but constitutes 24% of all sales. 
This does wonderful things for liquidity, 
and it shows that this is the pricing 
segment that has the most space for 
growth, by which we want to say that  
you should definitely upload more 
models.

There’s space in all the other high-price 
ranges, but not as much as in the 
$25-$39 range.

Models priced at $100 or higher have 
very high conversion, likely relating to 
willingness of buyers to pay top dollar 
for quality goods from experienced 
modelers.

The $10-$15 range, standing at 16% of 
items, has 20% of sales. This is where the 
price and quality meet the needs of 
some buyers. Anything cheaper is over 
served!
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The liquidity of models varying 
by price range implies a 
certain differentiation in 

buyers by class.
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VALUE FOR EFFORT: WHAT SHOULD I MODEL NEXT?

Our “value for effort” index is derived by 
combining sales performance and price 
numbers. That way we get a number 
that shows how your low poly effort 
pays off: sometimes it could be as 
profitable for you to sell several 
low-priced models (as they are what the 
market is missing) as selling one 
expensive item that takes time to be 
noticed and bought. 

The resulting chart shows that game 
ready animal models have the best 
value for effort, while character/ human, 
space and watercraft are roughly tied. 
Yet again the numbers are determined 
by saturation of categories, pricing, etc. 
The takeaway from all this is that artists 
should focus in the high value for effort 
areas, like animals and especially space. 
If you create it, the content-starved 
developers will buy it!
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UPLOAD MORE MODELS TO GET NOTICED

Now that we have breached the subject 
of quantity, we can look into several 
other statistics that bear importance to 
the profile of our low poly sellers.

As we can see in this chart, people who 
upload more sell more. 5 models 
uploaded seems to be the magical 
number upon which the likelihood of 
sales increases dramatically. Also, the 
chances of selling at least one model 
increase 1.8 times once you upload your 
4th model, while going from 9 to 10 
models raises the chances 1.5 times. We 
believe this ties into building the 
confidence of buyers as well as 
increasing chances that your models will 
be found or stumbled upon during their 
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search. It might also indicate that 
people with 50 or so models have 
become extremely skilled while 
modeling them!

There are quite a lot of listers that rely 
on only a few models to get sales. 
Always add more models and prove 
your skills!
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Likelihood of selling 
increases 1.8 times once 

you move from 3 to 4 
models uploaded.

is the game 
industry standard 
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There are some artists that offer 
free-of-charge and paid models, and 
some  artists that offer only paid ones. 
The low poly models liquidity data 
shows that it’s the mixed availability 
modelers that have better chance of 
selling. Sellers, who have at least one 
free model in their portfolio, reach 1.2 
times higher liquidity of their sold 
models! Having some free models next 
to your paid models lets the potential 
buyer try out the models before 
committing to buying. Free models 
allow buyers to evaluate designers’ 
style, quality of models and evaluate 
the fit for their projects. We also see 
that the free models by sellers with 
mixed profiles are downloaded 2.2 times 
more often than models by those 
designers, who upload only free items. 

This fact supports the idea that free 
model are often downloaded with the 
purpose of checking the quality rather 
than simply getting free 3D game ready 
assets. So we can only urge you to have 
several free models that are 
representative of your skills mixed in 
with your paid fare.

sellers with
paid and free

models

sellers with
paid models only

THE POWER OF A FREE MODEL IN A PORTFOLIO
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MORE IMAGES - BETTER SALES

Low poly model sales may also relate to 
the number of images that a seller 
uploads. After all, this is a visual 
medium! And having more images is 
better, because the clients want to 
check out the wares before buying.

Judging by the numbers, you should 
upload at least 6 images of your model 
to gain great sales. 10 or more is an 
another great mark. All in all, we can say 
that it pays off to have more images, 
especially when you consider the 
abysmal sales rates of models that only 
have 1-4 images. For a customer, that 
just reeks of low effort and low quality, 
and it strips them of the opportunity to 
examine the model before buying.
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Selling models have 9.2 
images added on average, 

while non-selling ones 
have only 4.2
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OPTIMIZE THE NUMBER OF FORMATS YOU OFFER

What about the formats? What is the 
number of formats you need to upload 
if you want your low poly models to sell 
better? Let’s look at the ones that are 
basically required and how the number 
of formats correlates to sales.

Fully half of the models sold come in 
.max, .obj and .fbx, which seems to 
indicate certain requirements that 
people buying game-ready models have. 
.fbx is the industry standard, so make 
sure you have exported your models in 
it. However, it pays off to have models in 
more than one format. In fact, it pays 
off so well, it’s beneficial to have a 
model presented in 4 to 7 formats (three 
of them being .max, .obj and .fbx).

4 is definitely the magical number of 
formats that you should have! As 
always, low poly modelers have to be 
mindful of the available game engines 
and their supported formats.
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Looking at the number of categories per 
low poly designer portfolio, we see that 
most specialize heavily in one or two of 
their favourite categories. Diversity 
increases once modellers upload more 
than 10 models. This might also be 
indicative of bigger studios putting their 
diverse low poly stocks on sale on 
CGTrader.

It seems that it’s not only the modelers 
who are specializing in categories. 
Returning buyers tend to buy models 
from the same category. On the other 
hand, we also have data on the 
behaviour of buyers who do buy models 
from several categories and how those 
categories relate to each other. The 
thickness of the line indicates how often 
the same buyers bought from related 
categories. The size of the nodes denote 
the buyers’ interest in the category in 
general. 

For example, buyers who buy character 
models are often also interested in 
animal, architectural and weapon 
models - useful categories for a variety 
of games, from RPGs to FPSs to even 
hunting! We can also see a strong link 
between buying plants and architectural 
exteriors, hinting at the possibility that 
these categories mainly attract 
architectural studios. Modelers who 
don’t aim to specialize should consider 
these links when developing new 
models!
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WHAT BUYERS ARE LIKELY TO BUY NEXT?
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FINAL WORDS

With all the hardware coming to the 
market and improving every day, there 
are all conditions for gaming and VR 
market to strengthen in the coming 
years. For the content to keep up the 
speed, more and more buyers are likely 
to turn to marketplaces like CGTrader for 
low poly assets. In this field details take 
secondary role, while performance is the 
goal.

We have seen that low poly characters 
and animals are numerous on CGTrader, 
but combining with sales data the 
categories are still attractive. The 
average price information shows how 
the  models are selling on CGTrader and 

gives good indication to individuals of 
what could be their pricing strategies. 
We have seen that prices are also likely 
to relate to buyer groups with 25-39 USD 
price range being the most attractive to 
CGTrader audience.

The guide has also pointed out areas 
where every designer could improve in 
making the most of CGTrader. No 
surprise artists get easier noticed when 
they have more models. CGTrader allows 
artists to monetize their 3D assets, but 
as counterintuitive as this could look - 
having a free model in the portfolio 
could actually help increase sales of paid 
assets as buyers have one more proof of 

the quality and style of a particular 
artist. Having more images and more 
formats of the model could also improve 
your portfolio, so don’t miss a chance to 
make your profile stand out.

All the data that we wanted to share 
with you is now at your fingertips. It is 
our sincere hope that it will help you get 
your bearings in the 3D modeling market 
and to adjust according to the trends. 
We are sure that you’ll have a better 
time matching your creations with the 
buyers’ expectations! And as always, if 
you have any questions, just drop us a 
line!



info@cgtrader.com
www.cgtrader.com

Earn up to 90% of royalties
Communicate directly with your customers

Find freelance jobs

fb.com/cgtrader @CG_Trader CGTrader @cgtrader

START MAKING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR 3D LOW POLY ART!
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